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Large picture on the front: 
155 S Revolution II: black leather strap with embossed 
BUND supply number. Warranty 2 years.

155 S Revolution II – back view and side view.
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155 S Revolution II – luminous design.
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155 S Revolution II: black textile strap.
Warranty 2 years. ø 43 mm (scale: 1:1)

155 S Revolution II: black leather strap with embossed 
BUND supply number.  
Warranty 2 years. ø 43 mm (scale: 1:1)

155 S Revolution II (Sinn 155 S Bright Star TEGIMENT®) 
Special edition for specialist watch magazine Revolution.

Limited to 300 pieces

Case made of bead-blasted stainless steel

Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis

Captive pilot’s bezel

Sapphire crystal glass

Solid case back, screw-fastened

Waterproof and pressure-resistant up to 10 bar

Low pressure resistant

We are pleased to present our second pilot watch with a historically inspired design in the 

legendary 155 series in collaboration with the specialist watch magazine REVOLUTION. Shortly 

after we released just 150 pieces of our special edition 155 Revolution in 2019, we had the 

spark of an idea for a follow-up watch. And we knew we wanted to extend this partnership 

back then too. The result is the 155 S Revolution II (Sinn 155 S Bright Star TEGIMENT®) special 

edition limited to 300 pieces. It has a historically inspired design and signature SINN technology. 

Think of it as a new version of a classic. This chronograph follows the historical dimensions, but 

its design has been updated for the here and now – and beyond – with its exceptional scratch 

resistance and fully black design.

The 155 S Revolution II has the original measurements spot on, with its case diameter coming 

in at 43 mm. It also has the same bidirectional rotating pilot’s bezel with a minute scale, 

classic bicompax display with small advancing seconds and 30-minute counter, and large 

stopwatch second hand display from the dial centre. But the SINN TEGIMENT Technology and 

Black Hard Coating are brand-new additions to the case and pilot’s bezel for this model. While 

the crystal was made from acrylic previously, it is now made from sapphire crystal (a novelty 

in the history of the 155 model). We also made the decision with our partner REVOLUTION to 

replicate the historical hands on the ‘Bundeswehr Chronograph for Pilots’ from the 1960s. This 

gives the watch a strong historical connection, highlighting the commitment to tradition down 

to the finest detail of this pilot chronograph. 

As a symbol of the collaboration with the specialist watch magazine REVOLUTION, the matte 

black dial is adorned with a discreet black luminous ‘Revolution star’.

The watch comes in a fine case with black leather 
strap with embossed BUND supply number and black 
textile strap, band replacement tool, spare spring bars 
and a brochure.

Status: February 2024


